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TWO

Managing Risk with a Virtual Reading
Room
Two Born-Digital Projects
Michelle Light, University of California, Irvine

In March 2010, the University of California, Irvine, latmched a site to
provide online access to the papers of Richard Rorty in the form of a
virtual reading room 1 Although we didn't know it then, we quickly
learned that we were one of the first academic repositories in the Unlted
States to risk providing remote, online access to born-digital manuscripts.
The virtual reading room mitigated the risks involved in providing this
kind of access to personal, archival materials with privacy and copyright
issues by limiting the number of qualified users and by limiting the discoverability of full-text content on the open web. In January 2013, we
launched a site providing access to another group of born-digital materials, the papers of Mark Poster. The two collections had as many differences as they did commonalities, and a comparison of the two projects is
useful for understanding the range of decisions and issues that ultimately
impact access to born-digital personal manuscript collections.
In 2006 Richard Rorty donated his papers to the University of California, Irvine, Critical Theory Archive (UCI CTA). 2 At his death in 2007, the
New York Times hailed him as "one of the world's most influential contemporary thinkers." 3 An American philosopher, he developed a distinctive form of pragmatism and made significant contributions to literary
criticism, political theory, and other scholarly fields. He was also a public
intellectual, writing for such publications as The Nation and The Atlantic.
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By 2009, the UCI CTA had received multiple requests to use Rorty's
papers, so we made it a priority to get them processed, During processing
of the approximately twenty-five linear feet of papers, archivist Dawn
Schmitz discovered seventy-eight 3.5-inch floppy disks in the collection.
At the time of the discovery, I, as head of special collections, archives,
and digital scholarship, was also leading an initiative to implement an
institutional repository that emphasized access to unique forms of faculty
research output not appropriate for the University of California's eScholarship repository. We were looking for a pilot project lor our local
DSpace installation, and this fit. Moreover, I jumped at the opporturuty to
gain staff assistance and expertise throughout the libraries for working
vvith our first born-digital collection.
Not long after we started working on the Rorty collection, however,
Mark Poster contacted us about his papers. He was a professor at UC
Irvine best known first for bringing French critical theory to the United
States and then for theorizing about digital media, particularly the Internet. I went to his house with a lot of boxes, expecting to pack up mostly
paper files, and walked away with just a few boxes and a portable hard
drive that he had used to transfer the bulk of his files to us. As we
worked on his born-digital papers, we were confident that we would be
able to process and provide access to his papers in the same way as with
the Richard Rorty papers. We were wrong.

dards and just do what you can to rescue content from floppies and move
it forward. She made a compelling case for how easv
it mio-ht
be' with
~
0
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PLANNING THE RICHARD RORTY PROjECT
In 2009, when I first learned about Rorty's floppies, I knew enough about
electronic records to know that we needed to get data off the disks sooner
rather than later and that we needed to take precautions to prevent accidentally altering the files. My primary motivation, however, was that
researchers were asking that we make this material available as soon as
possible. I looked around for information about the latest best practices
and projects, but I did not find any that were scalable for a department of
my size or easily implemented for a priority processing project. We dtd
not have the expertise or resources to initiate a digital forensics lab, hke
the one at Stanford University, or to initiate an emulation project, like
that for the Salman Rushdie papers at Emory University. We also noted
that researchers had to visit reading rooms to use born-digital materials
at Emory, University of Texas at Austin, and the Library of Congress. We
needed to make our materials more accessible in response to remote-user
demand.
I was inspired to act quickly with the limited resources at hand by
three presentations I had heard years earlier. First was the encouragement by Rachel Onuf in 1999 at the Society of American Archivists' annual meeting to move beyond all the technical jargon and complicated stan-
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some common archival sense, to work with "electro-rnanuscripts."4 Second was the james Duderstadt project at the University of Michigan in
1998, where obsolete word-processing files were converted to Word 6.0
files and made accessible in this format. Currently the files are in PDF
and linked from the finding aid. s Third was the Norman Mailer project at
the Harry Ransom Center, where archivists cataloged each file taken
from floppy disks and made them accessible to researchers in DSpace, an
open-source institutional repository platform. 6 Building on these ideas
and projects, l planned for us to use our existing computers to read the
floppies and transfer the files to a networked server, migrate the files to
PDF, and describe and upload them in a batch to our DSpace repository.
Among its other features, DSpace allows you to limit access to registered users. At the Harry Ransom Center, the born-digital manuscripts in
DSpace are only made accessible on site. This model may follow the
restrictions set forth in the pertinent sections of the Copyright Act of 1976
(17 U.S. C.§ 108 (b)). 7 However, after reviewing the gift agreement for the
Richard Rorty papers, I believed the agreement allowed us to make the
materials more widely available. Rorty authored almost all of the content
on the floppy disks, so the rights accorded m the gift agreement covered
all but a few files. The gift agreement provided that he, followed by his
widow after his death, retained copyrights to the materials, including all
publishing rights. TI1e agreement also stipulated that the "material may
be made available for research without restriction according to the established procedures of the UCI Libraries." \Aihat are our established procedures, and how might they apply to digital content? In a nutshell, we
allow anyone to do research in our collections so long as they fill out our
registration form and agree to our rules. People do not have to visit our
four walls to use our material, as we regularly provide photocopies or
scans of materials to distant patrons who cannot afford to visit. If we
limited access to the Rorty files to our physical reading room, then we
would be in the position of printing out and mailing copies o£ the files to
remote users-that is, if we followed our existing access model. Only
researchers who visited us could take advantage o£ the "search" capabilities inherent in born-digital material.
So I proposed that UC Irvine create a virtual reading room to mimic
the model of access we provided in our physical reading room. We
would allow anyone who agreed to our terms to view the materials, and
they would be able to make personal copies for research purposes. I
thought this would uphold the spirit of the gift agreement by making
materials available according to our established procedures and also allow for in-person and remote researchers to take advantage of the scholarly potential for digital materials. I also believed that the limited online
access within a virtual reading room would not infringe on Rorty' s vvid-
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ow's rights to control the formal publishing and wide distribution of the
papers. She would still retain the right to grant permission to someone to
create and publish a critical edition. The key to this approach was developing an easy vvay to get researchers to agree to our standard terms
before granting them access to the files.
In addition to copyright and the terms of the gift agreement, I was also
concerned about third-party privacy. As is typical in faculty papers, I
expected his files to contain letters of recommendation as well as student
records. While we had to identify and remove student records, as they
were protected by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERFA), I did not see a legal reason to restrict letters about his colleagues and
former students. I believed these would have scholarly value for those
studying Rorty. Nevertheless, I did not think it fair to have these indexed
in Coogle, as the person asking Rorty for a recommendation had a reasonable expectation of privacy. After a few experiments, we discovered
that the files in the virtual reading room were not indexed in Coogle
(only the metadata we supply to describe the file is). So, we planned to
remove student records but leave all other correspondence in the collection.
IMPLEMENTING THE RICHARD RORTY PROJECT
In her initial survey, archivist Dawn Schmitz opened a few dozen of the
digital files and compared them with the paper files we had. She found
that some of the printouts in the files reflected the content of the floppies,
but many of the digital files represented unique content. The files were
absolutely necessary for studying Rorty's scholarly work. Researchers
needed to use them in conjunction with the paper files. Indeed, when
Dawn first started working on the papers, she contacted Neil Gross, who
published the biography Richard Rorty: The Making of an American Philosopher in 2008. Gross had used the papers before they came to UC Irvine. In
e-mail, he anecdotally attributed the floppy disks as one reason he ended
the biography in 1980. These discoveries solidified our commitment to
access.
After the files were transferred to a server, our library's information
technology staff created an automated inventory of the files, resulting in
a spreadsheet that listed all of the file names, their directories, the dates
the files were last modified, and their checksums. This spreadsheet
helped us analyze the files more effectively. With the checksums of the
files, we could tell that approximately 500 of the 1,600 files were exactly
the same. However, many of the files with the same names were slightly
different, so we made the decision to keep all variants but to discard
exact duplicates. Schmitz noted, for example, ten distinctive drafts of the
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manuscript "The Decline of Redemptive Truth and the Rise of a Literarv
Culture"; the variants showed the evolution of Rorty's thoughts8
'
The file ~nventory and our appraisal decisions had implications for
how we deClded to present the files to users. I had initially thought that
'\1\.:e would_ ~rrange and describe the digital collection according to each
disk. Specifically, each record in DSpace would correspond to a disk and
mclude all of the files on that disk. However, once we found and discarded so many duplicates, description of each disk no longer made
sense because we altered their original contents. '0/e also found that describing each disk did not make good intellectual sense because the content of each floppy was quite random. Rorty probably inserted whatever
floppy was close at hand to save a file. However, l still was not ready to
commit to Item-level descnpl!on. I suggested that we sort the spreadsheet and cluster together all of the files with the same name. Unfortunately: this method would have generated more work than describing
each file mdividually. In DSpace, you can onlv provide one date in the
"date created" field. Because we were plannin"g to migrate the files into
PDF, the original "last modified" date would no lonaer be associated
with the migrated file; the date had to be provided se;arately. So, if we
bundled all of the files with the same name together and presented them
m DSpace,_ "':e w?~ld have had to create a separate manifest file to capture each f1le s ongmal characteristics .
. Most significantly, we found that bundling the files as a compound
ObJect m DSpace would have made searching for content difficult. For
exa_mple, 1_f a user was searching for a phrase and the phrase was found in
a smgle file, the search results would bring the user a record tor the
compound object, not to the individual file with the search hit. If we out
more than a few files in the compound object, a user would have' to
download each individual file and search for the phrase that resulted in
the h1;. Bec~use we expected our users to look for variations in phrases in
Rorty s vanous drafts, we believed that compound objects comprised of
multiple files would not support expected patterns of use. DSpace's
architecture forced us to the item level.
After deciding that item-level description was the most efficient and
user-fnendly option, we used the spreadsheet to structure the descriptive
work. Thinkmg forward to access in DSpace, this meant that each file
would get Its own DSpace record with item-level metadata, including an
mdividual title and its "date last modified." Researchers could then sort
the files by date or title to see variants and their progression. We had the
optiOn of usmg the file name as the title of the document (many of Rorty' s
file names were e1ght or less characters) or creating more meanino-ful
titles. Because this was our pilot project for DSpace and because the R~rtv
papers were one of our premier collections, we decided to invest effort i~
generating meaningful titles for each file. Schmitz opened up each and
every flle, perused It qmckly, and gave it a DACS-inspired title (see fig-
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ure 2.1). She provided concise, accurate titles at the rate of approximately
two to three minutes per item.
Item~level review also gave us assurance that we would not inadvertently provide access to a student record. Unfortunately, we did not have
a foolproof means to tell if Rorty was writing a letter about a current m
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Example of a record from the Rorty Collection in DSpace.
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former student other than by analyzing the tense of his verbs. If Rorty
wrote a letter about a student in the present tense, we removed the page
from the PDF file (Rorty often kept all his correspondence in one big file)
and inserted a page describing the restriction. We did not restrict letters
of recommendation for former students and colleagues, however.
Schmitz reassured me that Rorty was pretty positive about all of his
colleagues, so it was unlikely anyone would be upset about seeing his or
her letter of recommendation in the files.
The next piece \vas getting researchers access to the files. In order to
create the virtual reading room, vve needed researchers to agree to our
terms of use and then for the libraries' IT staff to add researchers' e-mail
addresses to the list of users authorized to view and download the files.
We could not find via DSpace a way to automate this process, so we
launched the collection with a low-tech option. We had researchers pr.int
out our standard reading room application form, sign it, then fax or email it back to us. After special collections staff received it, we filled out a
work ticket to request that our libraries' IT staff add the user to the
authorized list. Users would then be able to create an account in DSpace
and log in to use the Rorty materials.
We contacted Mary Rorty, Rorty's widow, to let her know that we
planned to make the materials available. She gained access to the virtual
reading room and praised the ability to have remote access to this previously unkno"WTT content. She liked our solution because the content is not
too discoverable, in case she or her children decide to publish a critical
edition of unpublished manuscripts, but it still facilitates scholarty research about Rorty by scholars.
We then went live in March 2010. We allowed OCLC to harvest aU of
the DSpace records for inclusion in World Cat. We sent out press releases
to let UC Irvine and Rorty scholars know about the availability of the
papers. 'VVe were surprised by the enthusiastic responses.

ure 2.1). She provided concise, accurate titles at the rate of approximately
two to three minutes per item.
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A few days after we sent out the press release. we were contacted by UC
Irvine professor Liz Losh about organlzing a symposium in honor of the
Richard Rorty archive. Held on May 14. 2010, at UC Irvine, the symposium featured seventeen speakers from around the country, including
Rorty scholars, archivists, and digital humanities faculty.9 Two of our
hypotheses were confirmed. First, the Rorty scholars appreciated havlng
searchable, remote access to the digital files. In fact, a few researchers
developed their papers around discoveries fotmd from searching for
terms and names in the files. The researchers also used the files Iong
before they came to Irvine to see the papers. Second, the scholars found
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that the files went hand in hand with the papers; one could not be studied without the other.
The Rorty scholars followed our procedures for gaining access to the
virtual reading room without complaint or problem. However, during
the symposium, Christine Borgman, professor and presidential chair in
Information Studies at UCLA, roundly criticized our archaic method for
granting access. She highlighted the analog portions of our reading room
application, especially how we reminded our researchers to lock up their
bags and pens before using the reading room. She missed our point that
we were trying to demonstrate that access to the virtual reading room
was granted according to our "established procedures." We were nervous at first about the virtual reading room and wanted to make sure we
could justify it in terms of our gift agreement.
As time wore on and more and more people used the virtual reading
room without incident, we streamlined the application process to make it
less cumbersome for our users. \A/e created a web form 10 to capture user
information and provided a check box where users could indicate agreement with the terms for use (see figure 2.2). 11
We also created new rules for the virtual reading room specifically.
The conditions for use are:
• For purposes of research, teaching, and private study, users may
reproduce (print or download) any item in accordance with the
principles of fair use (U.S. copyright law) or link to materials from
this website without prior permission on the condition they give
proper credit to the UCI Libraries.
• Materials may not be used for any commercial purpose without
prior written permission from the copyright ovvner.
• Materials may not be republished in print or electronic form without prior written permission from the copyright owner and/or the
UCI Libraries.
• Materials may not be mounted on an additional server for public
use, including use by a set of subscribers, without prior written
permission from the copyright owner.
Between April 2010 and July 2013, the files have been viewed 4,883 times.
More than forty people have registered to view the materials, about half
of them interested archivists and the other half serious scholarly researchers interested in Richard Rorty. The success of the project contributed to the permanent addition of a digital projects specialist to the libraries' IT, with a focus on supporting special collections' acquisition and
management of born-digital materials. The Rorty project also established
an important pattern of collaboration between information technology
staff and archivists at UCI.

Figure 2.2.

The web~based application for access to the virtual reading mom.

PLANNING THE MARK POSTER PAPERS PROJECT
The Mark Poster papers proved very different in terms of processing and
access-'' The Rorty papers were a paper-digital hybrid collection; the
Poster papers were almost exclusively digital. Mark Poster wanted his
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Figure 2.2.

The web-based application for access to the virtual reading room.

PLANNING THE MARK POSTER PAPERS PROJECT
The Mark Poster papers proved very different in terms of processing and
access. 12 The Rorty papers were a paper-digital hybrid collection; the
Poster papers were almost exclusively digital. Mark Poster wanted his
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entire collection made available online. He asked that we insert a Creative Commons License into his gift agreement to make his intentions
clear. Whereas the Rorty born-digital files were almost exclusively written by Rorty and were all word-processed documents, the Poster papers
included not only e-mail, writings, and lectures but also matenals authored, and in some cases previously published, by others. There were
Listserv conversations, papers from others e-mailed to Poster for comment, PDFs of published articles, images collected for research, and so
on. The collection was just as diverse as you might find m a typrcal
faculty paper collection in the analog environment. Unfortunately, Mark
Poster died in 2012 before we had the opportunity to drscuss wrth him
how we would have to limit access to copyrighted content in his papers
and that his Creative Commons License could not be extended to every
item in his files.
in planning the project, we outlined very similar workflows and goals
as with the Rorty project. We planned to mrgrate most of the files to PDF
when possible, host content with privacy or copyright issues m the vrrtual reading room, and provide access to the matenals m DSpace at the
item level. Moreover, we hoped to isolate files authored exclusrvely by
Poster and make them available openiy outside of the virtual reading
room. Fortunately, Poster had organized his files into very distinct series.
Unlike the random order of the files on the Rorty disks, the original order
of Poster's files had discernible meanino-.
There were four times as many
0
files as in the Rorty project, however, so we knew we had to find efficiencies in processing them. In order to provide item-level ~ccess to_the f1les
with a minimum amount of effort, we planned to expenment w1th automating the description of the files. We hoped that, by l~oking at the first
one hundred characters of each file, we could generate titles automatiCallv without having to review them first.
" Much of this project did not proceed as planned.

He completed two series. The "Mark Poster administrative records for
the Critical Theory Institute" was placed in the virtual readina room
because it contained correspondence authored bv others. The 0 "Mark
Poster lectures" are openly available, as Poster was the sole author. However, wh~n we moved on to the larger series, we quickly realized that the
pace for Item-level description was not sustainable with our staffino- situation .. ~oreover, t~e contents of the next series were unexpected. \A.'hen
the cntrcal theory librarian had to take on additional duties elsewhere in
the libraries, we assigned an intern to the project, but the issues proved
too complex, and the project languished.
Significantly, we discovered that Poster did not author the bulk of the
files in some series. For example, we found a number of W1annotated
published articles, drafts of articles submitted to him for peer review and
copied Listserv conversations. There were original articles and not~s bv
Poster within the files, but it was often impossible to tell the differenc~
between his Word files and those authored bv others. We thou~ht about
identifying all of Poster's original work and just providincr ~ccess to
them, but the files' existing metadata did not help us, so
could not
make that determination with certainty. We also did not believe that the
research ~alue of the series warranted item-level description or appraisal
?f every file. VVe would have spent more time looking at files for removmg them rather than adding value to Poster's own work. However, the
presence of these collected files also added value to understandinoPoster's work because he obviously collected and organized them in rela~
tion to his own writings and lectures. They could be analyzed to understand the evolution of Poster's thought. We decided to keep almost
everythmg and look for ways to provide access to them in a wav that
would be in keeping with our limited staffing resources and also r~duce
our risk for copyright violation. There "\·vere three turning points for the
project in 2011-2012.

w:

IMPLEMENTING THE MARK POSTER PROJECT
Despite our hopes that we could automate description of the files, the
plan didn't work. The first one hundred characters of each frle were
largely gibberish; the characters were from the file headers, not from the
user-provided content. In reviewing the automated 1nventory, we decided that the existing file names were not descriptive enough to help a
user decide whether to open the file. We went back to the Rorty model
and decided to review each file individually to give it a descriptive title.
At the time of the project, the University of California system was in
the middle of budaet cuts and a hiring freeze. Without any permanent
archivists on staff~ we tapped UC Irvine's critical theory librarian in
hopes that his subject expertise would expedite item-level description.
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. F~rst we sa:v _what the University of Michigan was doing with dehvenng born-drgrtal material in their DSpace repository. They were usmg DSpace to deliver an entire series or subseries of personal papers, for
example the Peter Pollack papers, where they provided a zip file with
about frve hundred megabytes of project files.'' The disadvantage of this
method rs that the contents of the zip file are not searchable within
DSpace. In order to search, you have to download the zip file and do the
search on your local computer. Furthermore, you have to dovvnload the
file before you know exactly what is inside. But there are big advantages
as well. Foremost, you quickly deliver content with very minimal metadata work or analysis. Also, you make it difficult to find and use copynghted content. It rs doubtful that anyone would find and download this
file in order to get access specifically to a copyrighted item. In other
words, there would be no economic harm to copyright owners if a librarv
or archive redistributed copyrighted content within this context. In thi~
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case almost certainlv onlv someone interested in Ann Arbor or Peter
Poll~ck would downioad tbis file to see what is inside.
Second, the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Academic and Research Libraries was published in January 2012, and this gave us confidence to proceed with the protections
offered by the virtual reading room and DSpace' s limitations for surfacing content within zip files.l4 The ARL code applies fair-use analysis to
library-specific situations. It explains that "judges generally refer to four
types of considerations mentioned in Section 107 of the Copyright Act:
the nature of the use, the nature of the work used, the extent of the use,
and its economic effect (the so-called 'four factors')." 15 There were two
ARL principles that applied to the Poster project. First, for preserving atrisk items, it proposed, "It is fair use to make digital copies of collection
items that are likely to deteriorate, or that exist only in difficult-to-access
formats, for purposes of preservation, and to make those copies available
as surrogates for fragile or otherwise inaccessible materials." 16 For these
materials, the ARL code encouraged institutions to limit access to "authenticated members of a library's patron community, e.g., students, faculty, staff, affiliated scholars, and other accredited users." Our virtual
reading room procedures accounted for this. However, the ARL code
also suggested that we not make copies available when a "fully equivalent digital copy is commercially available at a reasonable cost" and that
we make "full attribution" to all items available online. For the reasons
mentioned earlier, we could not invest this level of effort and analysis in
making these materials available.
However, the next fair use principle applied to creating digital collections of archival and special collections materials. Tioe ARL code proposed, "lt is fair use to create digital versions of a library's special collections and archives and to make these versions electronically accessible in
appropriate contexts." 17 It recognizes that the research value of the collection resides in the "unique assemblage or aggregation" rather than in
the individual items. Presenting these tmique collections in their entirety
"can be highly transformative." It cautions libraries against providing
access to materials available commercially but encourages libraries to
allow copyright owners to register their objections, take technological
steps to prevent downloading and reuse, and make collections available
in their entirety to strengthen fair use arguments. The ARL code is focused on digitization, not on born-digital materials, so more thinking
could still be done about the application of fair use to born-digital materials.
Third, UC Irvine hired a metadata librarian in the cataloging department to focus on digital projects. At first, the differences in theoretical
traditions and practices between catalogers, who focus on item-level description and subject analysis, and archivists, who focus on levels of description, summary analysis of related materials, and provenance, were

very apparent. The learning curve for both of us was large, and we invested more time in creating high-quality, item-level description than
anticipated.
In the end, however, we found a way to deliver aggregates of related
items that achieved a balance of user convenience, efficient processing,
and risk mitigation. We used zip files to deliver Poster's directories to
users, so users could download the files to their ovvn computers and
search their contents (see figure 2.3). Although we migrated most of the
files to PDF, we preserved Poster's directorv structure and file names.
The zip files are accompanied by spreadsheets that describe the contents
of each zip file (see figure 2.4). For some of these zip files, we provided
item-level titles for each file. 1s For zip files with lesser research value, we
did not provide descriptive titles but just listed the files' original names
and "last modified" dates. The spreadsheet is searchable in DSpace, so
this promotes discovery. The contents of the zip files are not searchable in
DSpace.
We decided to put the most problematic directories, "Notes" and
"Publications," which included copyrighted material that might be available commercially, in the virtual reading room. Again, the virtual reading
room requires users to fill out a user application and accept our rules and
warnings about copyright. It also prevents Internet search engines from
indexing the contents of the files (only the metadata we provide is indexed). These barriers to access prevent the Mark Poster papers from
becoming an alternative source to commerciallv available content Onlv
r~searchers interested in Mark Poster would ac~identally discover. cop;:nghted content as they look through the materials Poster used in creating
his writings. V\lhen discovered, the files have a transformed rneaning in
relation to the larger aggregate of Poster's research interests.
Is this legal? Technically it probably isn't, but we can make good
arguments that we are following research libraries' best practices for fair
use. The virtual reading room protects UC Irvine in four important ways:
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1. It shows that our intent is to provide access for educational_ personal, or research purposes only, just like we have always done for
similar analog materials in our reading room.
·
2. It makes use of the material conditional upon users agreeing to
only use the material for educational, personai, or research purposes.
3. It limits the discoverability of private or copyrighted content to
those individuals who are specifically interested in studying specialized topics.
4. It shifts accountability for violating fair use to the user.
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RESULTS OF THE MARK POSTER PROJECT
We released the site in January 2013, just before I left my position at UC
Irvine. Between January and July 2013, the Mark Poster papers had 1,025
views. Because many of the files are openly available, we do not know as
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Figure 2.4. An example of the accompanying spreadsheet with more information about the package of files.

much about who is using the materials and why. I expect that many of
these users are curious archivists.
I have received criticism from other librarians and archivists about the
barriers to access with the virtual reading room, but my response is that
, these barriers have enabled access. I have also been asked about whether
we talked to our university's counsel before proceeding. No, we did not
check with them. UC Irvine's library administration was comfortable
enough with our methods and explanations to allow us to proceed with
launching the collection. I realize that other institutions may have different relationships with their university counsel, and this additional step
may be warranted.
LESSONS LEARNED

These projects resulted in many lessons learned, both big and small. We
learned that processing decisions for born-digital collections can and
should be guided by the needs of the end user, particularly in thinking
about how to deliver content to end users remotely. Just as in the paper
environment, born-digital materials will only fulfill their potential research value insofar as they arc usable and used. However, even though
we constantly held the end user in mind, many of our decisions were the
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environment, born-digital materials will only fulfill their potential research value insofar as they are usable and used. However, even though
we constantly held the end user in mind, many of our decisions were the
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result of DSpace's features and limitations and our limited resources
when dealing with legacy technologies.
We learned by doing and probably made multiple missteps in how we
treated the original digital Iiles. We learned, for example, that we need to
take more care when rescuing content from legacy media to protect the
original content. We also learned that the rapidly changing digital environment in which our record creators operate adds to the complexity of
managing this material. Papers rescued from floppy disks have very different issues than papers transferred from hard drives. After 2000, humanities faculty are likely to have far more diverse content in their files,
including databases, spreadsheets, images, videos, e-mail, HTML, and so
on. As thev interact with more individuals and communities online, and
as they gather their research online, issues relating to appraisal, preservation, authorship, ownership, and copyright become more complex.
We also learned that collaboration is essential. These projects were
made possible only with the help of multiple departments within our
libraries, including special collections, information technology, monographic cataloging, collection development, and web services. We also
had assistance from our campus IT in hosting DSpace and from the California Digital Library in hosting the preservation masters in the Merritt
Repository. I also learned that archivists remain essential to these projects
because of their training and expertise in understanding provenance,
context, aggregation, authenticity, and efficiency,
It is also no surprise that we found item-level description not to be
sustainable even though users might appreciate it. As Mark Greene and
Dennis Meissner exclaimed, "good processing is done with a shovel, not
with hveezers." 19 Archivists must find efficient ways to appraise, arrange, describe, and provide access to born-digital materials at higher
levels of control.
But most significantly, we learned that you need to be flexible. As we
were forging into new territory, we often needed to change our plans and
thinking in response to new discoveries about the nature of the files, the
limitations of our technological systems, and staffing issues.

we may eventually identify best practices for discovery and access. While
there is some consensus that we may take risks in digitizing and deli'vering archival collections, 20 it is w1clear to me whether these practices and
laws apply to born-digital materials. Hence, I would like to see more
engagement with copyright and privacy laws as tl1ey might pertain to
born-digital archival collections.
I am concerned that, as a profession, we might be building .more "hidden collections" as we accept born-digital collections but lack practices
and systems to make them widely available. Moreover, I am sometimes
concerned that developing best practices for ingesting born-digital materials is growing too fastidious and resource intensive at the expense of
access rather than following trends in the analog archival envirorunent
for letting go of perfection to make the materials available in less-thanperfect states so researchers may have access to them more quickly.
While not to discount the technical expertise needed to ingest and preserve archival materials properly so they may be authentic and perpetually accessible, we must now also focus on access in the here and nmv.
A 2012 ARL survey of research libraries found great variation in how
the sixty-four respondents provided access to born-digital materials:
"Two-thirds of respondents provide online access to a digital repository
system. Just under half provide in-library access on a dedicated vvorkstation. Users who bring their PCs to 22 of the responding libraries can
access bon1-digital materials stored on portable media. Eighteen respondents (28%) use third-party systems such as CONTENTdm, Archive-It,
Dropbox, and You Tube to share materials with researchers." 21 Half of the
respondents indicated that the biggest challenge to providing access to
born-digital materials are "concerns about copyright, confidentiality, privacy, intellectual property, and personally identifiable information." 22
The report notes how our profession lacks an automated system that will
negotiate complex access restrictions ·with our users. This should sound
familiar. Nevertheless, the report lauds the shift from a "wait-and-see
attitude to a more empowered something-is-better-than-nothing approach to managing born-digital materials." Despite the fact that "enterprise-level systems and best practices for managing these materials in an
archival setting are still in development," 23 many research libraries just
like UC Irvine are taking risks and experimenting with managing and
delivering access responsibly to born-digital materials. I encourage you
to do so, too.
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CONCLUSION
I am proud of the risks we took at UC Irvine to make this material available online, albeit with restrictions, in the virtual reading room, and I
hope that it will inspire other institutions to consider the issues and experiment with options for remote online access as welL While I may no
longer speak to what UC Irvine may do in the future, I will say that there
are many possibilities for how to organize, present, and deliver this m.aterial, and there are also many options for protecting privacy and copynght
interests. I would like to see more institutions try different approaches so
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